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A new technology invented by our colleague

SMALL MAGNETS TO SECURE
YOUR BIG PROJECTS
An unconventional way to ensure everyone’s safety in case of an accident was invented exclusively
at Bilfinger Tebodin by our colleague, structural engineer Milos Hejtmanek. It was already
implemented within the project for Sellier & Bellot in the Czech Republic.

Innovative solution to replace the
outdated technology
In case of a detonation of explosive substances, a
specific fixing system for explosion walls is used.
The main function of such walls is the rapid release
of the inside overpressure produced by the
explosion. Until now explosion walls (or wall
openings) were usually made from wooden or
glass materials and were fixed to resistant building
structures by standard connection fasteners
(screw, bolt, nail, pin etc.). The problem was to
determine the exact force whereat the connection
elements broke and unfixed the wall. The
guarantee of fast release of overpressure is key for
good and safe functioning of those explosion walls.
With Mr.Hejtmanek’s invention we step into a more
reasonable, cheaper and safer solution.

Built to ensure everyone’s safety
‘This technology was created to avoid
unpredictable danger, to make sure that the
building is safe,’ says Milos Hejtmanek. His
main idea is simple: instead of standard
connection elements we can use suitable
magnets (neodym strong magnets). These
magnets fit the exact tear force depending on
their size and distance from steel bearing frame,
which is a part of pressure resistant explosion
structure. The total tear wall force depends on
the number of magnets and their distances.
With suitable location of magnets we can also
control the direction of the wall motion after an
exposion.

Save the money on both construction and
operation
This solution can be implemented in any country and it is
almost independent of a safety wall type. The material of an
explosion wallI could be various, but the standard
requirement is a minimal dead weight. The solution with
magnets enable to fix typical light sandwitch panel walls as
well as glass or wooden ones. The walls can be designed
with thermal insulations and according to the architectural
requests too. They can be almost invisible: in case the
explosion wall is the facade of the building, you will not be
able to recognize it.
‘If you are able to calculate the exact release pressure of the
wall, you can better predict the maximum inside overpressure
during explosion, and you use less material,’ says Milos, ‘The
installation is not complicated and there is no problem buying
the materials for it on the market’. A big benefit this technical
solution can offer is the thermoisolation. ‘Normally such walls
are made as a thin structure systems (glass or wooden) . In
the winter season there can be problems: this can affect for
the comfort of people working inside and isn’t good for
storage. It influences operational expenses’.

Implemented successfully
The solution, developed by Mr.Hejtmanek was tailored for the
client individually, however it is now in demand for other
manufacturers who deal with explosive substances.
Initially it was made for Sellier & Bellot, who asked Bilfinger
Tebodin to assist in designing a new production facility in
2017. A part of this facility incorporates reinforced
underground premises, where burnable and explosive
substances with high explosive risk are handled. To mitigate
the possible consequences in case of explosion, such risky
areas must form a part of the exterior facade of the building.

Milos Hejtmanek is a structural
engineer at Bilfinger Tebodin. He
has been working in the company
for 25 years and was involved in
numerous projects worldwide. A 35year career in the industry is key for
an expert knowledge. Mentoring
culture and combination of
experienced gurus and young
talents is the essential feature for
Bilfinger Tebodin know-how
solutions.
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These safety walls of explosion spaces were designed in this
project according to the engineer’s technology as explosion
walls made with neodym magnets fixed to steel frames,
rooms with exposion risk were designed as pressure
resistant concrete vaults. Steel frames of safety walls were
covered by classic sandwitch panels.
This fixing solution is protected by the Patent Office of the
Czech Republic as a Utility design (small patent) since 2018,
Bilfinger Tebodin is the owner.

